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ABSTRACT 
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A tat of approximate solution» for tha isotropic two-dimensional 
neutron transport problem has bean developed using the Interface Current 
formalism. Tha method has bean applied to regular latticaa of rectangular 
cells containing a fuel pin, cladding and water, or homogenized structural 
material. The cells are divided into zones which are homogeneous. A zone-
wise flux expansion is used to formulate a direct collision probability 
problem within a call. The coupling of the cells is made by making extra 
assumptions on the currents entering and leaving tha interfaces. Two codes 
have bean written : the first usas a cylindrical call model and one or 
three terms for the flux expansion i the second uses a two-dimensional 
flux representation and does a truly two-dimensional calculation inside 
each call. In both codas one or three terme can be used to make a space-
independent expansion of the angular fluxee entering and leaving each side 
of the cell. The accuracies and computing times achieved with tha different 
approximations are illustrated by numerical studies on two benchmark 
problems. 
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The celeuletion of effective average cross-sections in strongly 
heterogeneous essamblies like these found in light-weter reactors raises 
the problsm of simulteniously studying sevsrel cslls In nutuel interaction. 
Although capable of giving • straightforward solution, ths well-established 
collision probability methods [1-5] require occursto multi-diraensionel 
numericel quedreturea over largs rsgions. Further, thoy give • donss 
coupling of the veriablea. As a consequence, a largo amount of computing 
time is necessary for both the pre-celculetion of the collision matrix 
and^the solution of the system. A wide variety of approximations neve seen 
developed to overcome this problem [t-131, the basic idee being to divide 
the system into subsystems or cells end te use some kind of approximation 
to describe the transport batwetn adjacent cells. Note that dividing the 
system is in itself e first approximation, because it is easier to deel 
with severel smell systems then with one large one. 

In general the cells are decomposed into severel homogeneous 
zones : interactions between zones within e cell ere calculated directly, 
while intereetions between zones in different cells ere computed vie e 
zone-to-surface, surf ace-to-surfece and eurfeee-te-zone calculation making 
use repeatedly of the approximate coupling between the cells. Usually, 
the coupling between cells is achieved by making e finite expansion of the 
angular flux at the cells' surfaces. In the following, unless otherwise 
stated, all the ceses considered ere spatially uniform double P.. angular 
expansions en each side of the cell, where by double we mean that two 
independent expansions are made for the angular fluxes leaving and entering 
the cell. 

The limit cese in which the cells are composed of only one homo
geneous zone has been widely considered in the literature. The ust of 
rectangular one-zone cells [7], [10], [12] allows the «presentation of 
arbitrary two-dimensional geometries, although some kind of pre-homoge-
neizetion is usually employed. This procedure is in itself surprising 
bsceuse one uses transport theory to account for the effects due to the 
strong hsterogeneities. Curved elements may be used to avoid the pre-homo-
ganeization [6], [S], [13]. 

The problem when using the one-zone cell concept is that one 
depends heavily on the approximation at the interfaces. Various efforts 
have bean made to improve the coupling bstwesn the cells » starting from 
ths sarlisr publication by Leonard at al. [6] who used a P« approximation 
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reprasentetlon [12J. Ms eepedelly mention ttt* paper by Cheng at «1. {?} 
1ft which tha anthers uaad only two terms of a P,, expansion. Complete P., 
expansions vara first introduced by Anderson and Honeck [8J fwhich thaaa 
author» referred to as a "^ expansion about an arbitrary direction at 
«tie interface" % contrary to references [7] end [8J we neya adopted hare 
the nomenclature used in P N theory), and then by other authors [10]. [13]. 
Hasina and 6nend6rfer hove introduced a general P expansion and published 
result» corresponding to a P 2 expansion [13]. 

On the other hand. compo«ite-cell approximation» have tmm 
highly specialized, applying to only one typo of cell» Pryer and Grava» 
hove successfully computed response metric»» for hexagonal calls [Sj. A 
general method to effectuate the coupling between colle was suggested es 
eerli»r es 1969 by Roth [14] who, from e purely probeblllstie argument, 
proposed e spatially uniform doubla P Q angular flux expansion over the 
SJkele èM$am Of the call, thus* in the Roth model, the angular flux»» 
leaving and entering eeeh cell are euppeeed to be uniform end isotropic 
over the whole cell surfsee. Let us show some of the physical conse
quence» of Roth's assumption by considering the dletributlon of uncol-
lided neutrons leaving a square cell after having entered through one of 
it» sides. By virtue of Roth's approximation tha outgoing uncollided 
neutrone ere uniformly distributed over the cell surface, thus the same 
fraction of neutrone leeves through eeeh side regerdleee of the side's 
position. From a physical standpoint this involves two significant errors s 
the retlo of neutrons crossing the cell treneversely to those crossing 
obliquily is overestimated (the neutrons ere "unaware* of the cell's hete
rogeneity Î and, what It la mora, there ere uncollided neutrons coming back 
through the entering side. In the present paper these two affects will be 
referred to respectivily es the peas-through and the return effect of 
Roth's model. In e lettice everything occur» as if for eeeh cell all its 
neighboring cella had been replecad by e uniform medium, thus the different 
flux gradients et the sides of the cell ere replaced by en everegs one. 
This approximation, which makes Roth's model so esay to implement and 
therefore so attractive, is also a serious limitation on its usefulness for 
accurst» essembly celculations involving strong variations of the flux 
gredient. Neverthelees, severel multigroup cell codes combine e cylindrical 
cell model with Roth's assumption, with or without an empirical correction, 
to effect two-dimeneionel celculations at low cost [15-19]. 

In the present work we heve epplied the composite-cell concept 
te rectangular or square cells which heve internal rotational symmetry. 
The cslls can be homogeneous, to the present method offers both the one-
zone and the composite cell approximations. 



We hava utad tha Intarfaca Currant formelism |20j to davalop mora 
datailad approximations. We hava improved Roth*a rapraaantation in two 
diffarant way* t allowing tha angular fluxaa to ba uniform ovar each aide 
of ractanguler celle, and making a P 1 angular expansion instead of tha 
ieotropic one uaad by Roth. On tha other hand» wa have worker1 out several 
flux representations for rectenguler fuel-cled-water pin celle. Thie haa 
led us to write two different codes i the first uees e cylindrical cell 
model and one or three terms to expand tha flux in tha homogeneous scones 
defined by e set of concentric cercles within each cell. In the second wa 
use a flat flux approximation to maka a two-dimensional representation en 
homogeneous zones defined by e mesh of concentric cerclas and raya extending 
from the cell center i we then carry out a truly two-dimensionel collision 
probability calculation inside each call. 

Results with the first code have bean announced in en earlier 
communie-ition [21}. For the soke of completeness we review here the basic 
equations used to develop both codée. We begin by presenting the general 
formalism of the method end the essentiel features of the numerical appro
aches adopted. We conclude by illustrating tha accuracies end computing 
times achieved from the different approximations with numerical étudies 
of two benchmark problems. 

2. BASIC E@ttrZ0N$ 

In this section, the integral transport aquation for a medium 
composed of several calls will be reduced to en equivalent system of 
equations giving, for eeoh cell, the seeler flux Inside the cell, #(r). 
end the outgoing angular flux, $ J r Q . u ) . in terms of the Internal sources. 
SCr), and of the incoming enguler flux. ̂ (r-.tij » these equations ere 
coupled by meens of the geometric equation of tha system which identifiée 
outgoing and incoming angular fluxes. Finally, the introduction of finite 
expansions of tha unknowns will lead to tha desired system of approximate 
equetions. 

First, let us introduce some conventions t to avoid complicated 
notetlons, we will not write cell indices, except in using a bar over e 
letter to mean that tha variable is essociated with tha adjacent cell. For 
the same reeson, we will usually omit tha ranges in summations and inte
grations. Q± will indicated the half-specs of outward (•) or inward (-) 



diractlons, and n ± tha axtarlor C*) or intarlor (-Ï normal at tha call 
surfaca. A capital S will ba ussd aa a lower index to dénota surfaca 
variables and functions. 

Wa will proceed within tha framework of tha multigreup intatral 
transport thaory. Thus, our starting aquation will ba tha one-speed staady-
stata transport aquation which, assuming isotropic scattering and sources 
may ba written in standard notations t 

#CrA • •{?5J) a S • J FiP) ^ r dR (1J 

where r g • r - R« S Is an arbitrary point on the line passing through r in 
tha direction -Ô, r* • r - R 3. t(resp. T gl is the optical length between 
r end r* (rasp. r_î, and 

Ftr) - Str) • Efc(rJ #frî 

is the neutron amission density. 

Now consider a medium ft with a given distribution of internal 
sources and subjected to mixed boundary conditions of reflection or surface 
irradiation. Proceeding as previously indicated, we first divide II into 
several connected cells and then write, for each cell 0, two local equations 
giving the scalar flux inside 0 and the outgoing angular flux at the cell 
surface, 3D. Both equations are derived in a straightforward way from 
equation (1) t locating point r g on 30 and integrating over $ ylalds the 
equation for tha flux : 

- x 
•Cr) - / * Cr-Jî * - T - C&n-J dS • / F(r') - — - ap C2.a) 

AD S R* JO 4W tc 
where S • f/R and I • r - r g in the first Integral, and R* • r - r' in the 
secondt 

Tha equation for the outgoing angular flux Is merely equation (1) 
taking r • r' and r. on tha cell surface % 

" T f *s * T 

*#(rs,JÎ) - tyjrs,tl) e S • J F(r') ̂ - d R C2.b) 
'0 



Tha systam of aquations (2.a) - (2.b) for all ths calls in H is 
linked through tha incwning angular fluxas, which ara simply tha outgoing 
angular f luxas of tha adjacent calls* ̂ (r-.Q). Us generalize this by 
writing t 

$ (*..& • i> tr.J) • | ? CrL.fr) ttre.fr«$î dfr C2.c) " a O S f— • 5 5 

which takes into account stationary surfact sources, f . as wall mê erbi-
o 

trary transmission or albado factors, t, at tha interface. 

So far* no approximations have bean made and tha system of aqua
tions (2) provides a complete and exact description of tha flux distribution 
inside n. Mow* in order to solve the above system of equations one has to 
make soma numerical approximations for tha scalar fluxas inside tha calls, 
and for tha angular fluxes leaving and entering the call surfaces. We will 
write t 

• Crî *]5^#J<pJlr) . in cell D C3.a) 
i.k 

*.Cr„,fo % V 1 jj m fj JrL.fi) , on surface 3D t3.b) 
z d / . z,o z,o s o.p 

.k where the (p. are a finite sst of linearly indspandent functions whose bounded 
supports. D,, define a homogeneous partition of 0, thus D. is a homogeneous 
region, D j M D » * if i i j and D • U D

â » Likewiss, tha *J 0 are a finite 
set of linearly independent functions with bounded supports. 30 M x G. , 
such that 3D x G. » U &D. x G. M* and ths 3D. are disjoint, Tha upper z j| a z,a a 
indices, k end p, number the functions with a common support. Henceforth 
tha D. and 3D will bs called respectively zones and [partial) surfaces of 

It A 

tha call. Tha functions (p. and % will be known as representation func-
tions, and, for the sake of simplicity, ws will consider them to be ortho-
normal ized i 

/ < 

J V^lr) (pl(r) dr • Vj «* «J C4.e) 

<,A>fo *z",$CV5) {UJ * d S • F T 6l *v t 4 ' B Î 

where V. is ths volume of zone 1 and S A tht area of surface a, end 6 m is 
ths Kroneker's delta. 

http://CrL.fr
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Finally, inserting the representation» C3Ï Into the system of 
equation» (2) end projecting enté the representation function» gives a 
generalized Gelerkin approxlmete system of équations : 

•ï -E-SL <-•£-5-Î 
«.P ° j.* 

<.-Eirs. j-..-E'fi'i i.v * * uk 

* • J - - • ^ *3f *!.t { 3 - c ) -.a o.a Lé 

where» to bet consistent with (3), we have made similar expansion» for the 
k s 

external sources t S. and 3 ere the source components, and 
F i " S i * £si *1* E q u a t i o n ( ^ , c ) u ^«ically» apart for the A£ J which 
account for the transmission and albedo factors, a numbering of cell sur
faces. Identifying incoming and outgoing currents. It will be referred to 
as the geometric equation of the system. The matrix coefficients in the 
first two equations r 

f Di * °5 

JO x 3D # t R 

(6.a) 

- T 
<pjcrî * p „Cr_»8) •-»- (&.n-) dS dr C8.b) 

0, x M R 

i © 

a /o. x 3D 
1 a 

pPV • w S / / Cre,fo * V
 fl(r',fo * _ . «S.n J (fi.n'J dS dS' 

O f *,0> S -#p 5 p* • 
•3D x 80. n .. .. ^ •*«. » * , ts.d) 

ere closely related to collisionless probabilities and will be simply Known 
as collision, PJ , escape, p£ k,, and transmission, •_**. , probabilities. 

Symmetry relations can and should be employed to substantially 
reduce the amount of calculations needed to evaluate these probabilities. 
There ars two Kinds of symmetry relations i those resulting from the general 
properties of the solutions of Boltzmann's linear equation, namely reciprocity 



relations and conservation principles, and those depending on the inherent 
symmetries of the representation functions. In this section we will only 
consider the former t although reciprocity relations are usually derived 
from the reciprocity of the Green function [22] end conservetion principles 
are formally obtained by weighted Integration of the Integro-differentlel 
transport equation, one can take advantage of the fact that for uncoilided 
neutrons the physical situation is like that in a pur ly absorbing medium, 
and deduce these symmetry relations more easily. Reciprocity relations for 
uncolllded probabilities result simply from the symmetry of the optical 
length, tCr.r') • ttr'.rï t 

where, for the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the angular repre
sentation functions satisfy t 

^ &-.$) • *? Jr*>-à) (8) 

The conssrvation principles mrn obtained in two steps : first we 
write the classical conssrvation relation for unco11ided neutrons, i.e. we 
replace the absorption section by the total cross-section, £(r), and inte
grate it in cell D yielding : 

/ îfr) . df - / CSCrî - £(r) •(?)) dr (9) 

where we have made use of Stoke's theorem, and JCr) and #(r) are respecti
vely the uncollided current and flux produced by the source Str,w) of 
intensity S(r). 

Then, substituting in ths above equation first S(r,5) • 4 ^ ^ r ' 
and second SCr,£?) > (ft.n ) $P MCr e,^,we obtain the following relations t 
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whara wa have taKan tha first raprasantation functions. $ and *° . to ba 
x z.a 

constants. This choica will ba ratainad throughout tha prasant papar. Nota 
that, in this casa, #. and J are respectively the average flux in zona 1 
and the total current of neutrons leaving (•) or entering (-Ï the cell 
through surface a. Furthermore, the weight l2.n Î used in (4.b) to orthonor
mal ize the f's insures neutron conservation in terms of the first angular o components, J. • 

1,0 
The conservation principles (10) which are used to reduce the 

number of probability calculations, must ba utilized as normalization condi
tions if one wants to guarantee the neutron conservation. 

Finally, there arisea the questions of what tha solution of system 
(2Î would be if, with no change in tha flux représentation (3.a], tha angular 
flux representation C3.b) were progressively improved. The asymptotic aqua
tion is obtained by dropping equations C2.b) and (2.c) and using flux repre
sentation (3.a) to solve equation (2.a) directly over ell of h. This leads 
to the following GalerKin approximate equation t 

èK m T^fcki -l /contributions from\ m . 
9i JLt ij J Ithe boundary of M J l 1 1 J 

which is the classical collision probability formulation of the problem. 

Comparing this aquation with system (2) shows that, by introducing 
extra assumptions on tha currants entering and laaving the cells, tha approach 
used in system (2) breaks up the spatial integration in tha P.. providing 
approximate collision probabilities for aquation (11). Tha computational 
advantaga is that tha collision probability calculations ara done in several 
small calls instead of in one large system. Furthermore, in tha common ease 
where a single type of call is rspsatad in different locations throughout 
the assembly, further economy is achieved because only one collision proba
bility calculation Is needed for this cell type. Once all collision, escape 
and transmission probabilities have been calculated for each different type 
of cell, one may use the geometric aquation to construct approximate 



probabilities batwaan the zonas of diffarant calls» or -and this is an impar
tant advantage of tha method- one nay profit from tha raduead coupling of tha 
aquations by solving them by iterative methods, tat us illustrate this by 
considering a medium M consisting of N calls t than» if ona usas K repiesen-
tation functions to expand tha flux in each cell» the ratio of the collision 
probabilities calculated in the direct collision probability method (11) to 

2 those calculated in the approximate method C2Î is approximately r • tt /».. 
d 

where h\ is the number of the effectively different cells. As en example. 
a 

the velues of r for the two benchmark problems dealt with in the lest pert 
of this paper are r • 9/2 for problem I and r • 100/3 for problem II. 
3. manm&i or rm WO COWVTEK cms 

In this section we describe the main numerical features of the 
two computer codes» called Leukemia and Carcinoma» which have been written 
to implement the preceding method for light-water reactor assembly calcula* 
tions. Both codes are intended for use in the multigroup scheme of the APOLLO 
program [16], tha group-by-group coupling being accomplished through the one-
group external source term. The general geometry we have considered is that 
of a two-dimensional, set of rectangular cells arranged in a réguler mesh» 
the cells having internal exial symmetry. Ftoroever» the external sources and 
the assembly boundary conditions are supposed to be such that the transport 
operator» and hence the angular flux» ere invariant under the action of the 
symmetry group G » T N ° » where z is the coordinate essocleted to the * z z 
cell axes, T is the trenslation group in tha z direction and s is the plane 
symmetry with respect to a plane P perpendicular tc the z axis. Then the 
angular flux can ba written $(p,u) where p < P and $(p,u) • $(p,e * ) , because 

Z 
of the symmetry conditions. 

To construct a given approximation on the basis of equations (5) 
one has to define an appropriate set of representation functions (3) for both 
the flux inside the cells end the angular fluxes at the interfaces, then 
compute the associated probabilities (8) and, finally, solvs the resulting 
filgsbraic system of equations (5). We will now discuss these three points. 
Let us begin by considering the i 
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Both cod*» U M tha sas» set of representation functions te expend 
the angular fluxes at tha calls interfeces. Ma have considéras* only uniforw 
angular representation functions, aithar ovar the entire cell's surface or 
ovar aach sida of tha call * in tha first casa, which we call Roth's repre-
santation. tha call has only ona (partial) surfaca. namaly tha whole 
surfaea. Ua will writa than t 

%.*lhMr • v V < * ( 1 2 Ï 

whara 9 Cr.î is tha characteristic function of surfaca 3D . 

Two choices ara available to represent the angular flux dependence 
in each partial surfaca of tha coll t we stay usa only on* constant function» 
that is, wa make the usual cosine currant assumption, or we may take into 
account anisotropic offsets on escape and transmission probabilities by 
making a doubla P 1 angular expansion of tha interface fluxes. If 0 is 
tha angle which $ makes with tha z axis and <p is the angle between tha 
interface normal n ± and the projection of 5 onto plana P, then the three 
properly orthonormalizad angular representation functions making up tha 
required P, expansion are s 

•Jcfo • - y - Cl3.e! 

itt& 
* S a 

2 
IT S. sin 0 sin (p (13.b) 

*±(fc - L& (am 8 cos ip - |) C13.CÎ 

The P, term in cos 8 has not been considered because it does not rsspact 
tha symmetry conditions. For ths cosins currsnt approximation only tha first 
function is ussd. Note that assumption (6) is fulfilled and that combining 
the two possible definition» of tha cell's partial surfaces with the two 
choices in the number of representation functions used per surface gives us 
a total of four different angular flux representations. Once the angular 
representation functions have been chosen, the construction of the geometric 

Ay 
matrix, A^_, of equation (5.c) is straightforward. Assuming non-diffuse 



transmission, tCr-jS'-^h » t. 6,(3'.2), and spéculer reflexion, 
t(rs,5*-45) • tj 62 C$*J^*--where *2 i s t h* à9lt* function defined by Placzek 
[25 î, ̂  * Û - ZtS.n^î *ï+ and e. is the transmission or albedo factor asso
ciated with cell side i —, which leads to : 

where I _ is the set of sides common to surfaces a and 7, and e? • (-) if 
the side i- reflected or • 1 otherwise. 

The salient features of Calliope *re that the collision and escape 
probabilities associated with a quasi one-dimensional flux representation 
are calculated in a cylindrical cell model, while the corresponding transmis
sion probabilities are computed in a complementary model. First of all, let 
us describe the spatial representation functions used in leukemia to expand 
the scalar flux $ the cell is divided into homogeneous zones by a set of 
concentric circles t 

0 • Pt , (i • 1,..,N) 
where N is the number of zones in the cell considered, p • p N is the 
circumscribed circle of the cell, and, if i designates the ennulus bounded 
by circles i-1 and i, zone i consists of that part of annulus i which lies 
inside the cell. 

As with the angular flux representation, we may also uss two 
different flux representations in the zones so defined ; the first ons is 
accomplished by utilizing the usual flat flux approximation in these zones, 
i.e. ws use only one representation function which is constant. However, this 
brings out the pass-through effect, this time for collided neutrons. Indeed, 
because of the uniform distribution of the secondary emission source, neutrons 
entering the cell and having their first collisions in the nearby moderator 
region can reappear, after collision, in the moderator on the opposite side 
of the central rod, and then fly out of the cell i that is, neutrons can 
cross the call without ever "seeing" the central rod. The second flux repre
sentation available in Calliope mitigates this effect by partially taking 



into account tha flux gradient across tha call. This representation is 
defined by adding cosine and sine terms to tha flat flux term : 

ajjtrî . i f^Crî • £ sit* a ^ ( r ) - /$ cos a (15) 

where a is the angle between the radius vector and l*e horizontal axis of 
tha cell end the functions have been noraelized to fit conditions (4.a). 
For tha flat flux representation only tha first function is used. 

We consider new tha integrations involved in tha computation of 
tha associated probabilities CSÎ, Although the representation functions 
depend on only a single variable, o, and ere, therefore, one-dimensional, 
their supports cannot always be described by cnly one variable, which la 
tha case for ell tha zones 1 with p. greater than p . . where p. denotes 
the radius of the inscribed circle of tha cell. So, the integrations 
comprised in (6) have to be dene in two-dimensional domains. 

The cylindrical cell approximation haa proved useful for calcu
lation of lattice cells in infinite arrays, and several existing codas 
combine cylindrization with Roth's modal to perform assembly calculations 
at low cost. Therefore, as a first approximation in our method, we have 
incorporated cylindrical call models into Calliooe to compute most of the 
required probabilities. The cylindrical cell is constructed by replacing 
tha moderator of tha actual call, of cross-section t and volume V, with 

x x 
an annulus of homogeneous material of cross-section £ and volume V J 
this substitution is mode in such a way aa to preserve the number of atoms 

x x 
in tha moderator, t v • E V . Collision and escape probabilities are calcu
lated in the modified cell. For the latter we associate two orthogonal axes 
of tha cylindrical call with those of tha actual call, and divide the 
cylindrical cell's surface into four regions corresponding to the sides of 
the original call i tha partition Is so made as to respect the relative 
areas. Hereafter, the cell sides will bs numbered in counter-clockwise 
order starting with tha lower horizontal side. A computational advantage 
arises from the fact that, for a cylindrical call, tha escape probabilities 
are factorizad t 

1,\ • "j »? • \ U (,3> 
ko k2 where p. is the relative area of sida J, ». • to: and the non-zero w's for - J J 

sides 1 and 2 ars s 
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w* " 1 » «« » w„ • w- » - «_ • - /2 . • j ' * 
j 1 1 2 2 ir p. 

The w'a corresponding to sides 3 end 4 can be calculattd from the above with 
the use of symmetry relatione. 

Three types of cylindrical cell models are used in Calliope : 
Wigner's, Askew's end the Wig-Ask model. The features of the first two are 
shown in table I. In the usual Wigner-Seitz model, the cylirtdrized cell is 
supposed to be isotropically reflected (experience has shown that this 
reflection muet be used instead of spéculer reflection in order to assure 
a correct value for the cell's disadvantage factor [24,25]). In the model 
suggested recently by Askew [26] the moderator is diluted so that the cylin
drical call has the same surface as the original one. While Wigner's model 
under-estimates the currents through the cell boundaries at the black limit 
(i.e. when the moderator cross-section becomes larger), Askew's gives the 
correct values. Now, if we understand the cyllndrized cell es only e means 
of generating approximate collision and escape probabilities, then, once 
these probabilities have been determined, we can return to the original 
cell and* by using conservation and reciprocity relations, calculate (part 
of) the remaining probabilities. With this idee in mind, we define the 
Wig-Ask cylindrical approximation in which collision and escape probabi
lities are determined in Wigner's modal, but the real surface of the cell 
is used instead of the surface of the cylindrical cell in the conservation 
and reciprocity relations. It can be proven that t 

• * - ( * )L" (« ! - * ) 
where the subscript WA indicates the values of the Wig-Ask approximation, 
while the non-indexed values correspond to Wigner's. Observe that the trans
mission probabilities CP°?) are greater than the P°£ i besides, they are 
closer to the reel valuas of the rectangular call. This is illustrated in 
table II where the values of the total transmission probabilities calculated 
with the three cylindrical cell models are compared to the exact values for 
all the different cells of the two benchmark problems daalt with in the last 
part of this paper, Wa note that the Wig-Ask modal gives the best results. 
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Onca collision end saeapa probabilities hava baan datarminad in tha 
cylindrical call, the surfaca-to-volume probabilities, P?| , ara calculetad 
via tha reciprocity relatione C7.b). There is no special advantage in calcu
lating tha transmission probabilities in the cylindrical call » furthermore, 
the cylindrical cell modal makes tha return transmission probabilities 
through the entering side non-zero [appearance of the Roth return effect). 
Consequently, instead of using tha cylindrical cell model, more realistic 
approximations have to be employed for calculating the transmission proba
bilities. However, in order to insure neutron conservation, conservation 
relations (10) must be respected. That is, they hava to be employed to 
normalize either the transmission probabilities or the escape probabilities. 
In Calliope three different models, called P g s models, have been built in 
to calculate the transmission probabilities : 

a. By assuming that for 0 square call the transmission probabilities are 
proportional to the areas of the existing sides, we write : 

S 
^ s t - » • «î> 3^57 ( £ ) '"' 

where (p|g) is the total transmission probability defined for the eylin-
drization model by means of ths conservation principles. (For rectangular 
cells, a mors sophisticated normalization is needed because the partial 
00 P g s are equal in tha cylindrical cell). In fact, tha assumption made in 
(17$ is similar to that underlying Roth's model with the difference that 
(17) cancels Roth's return sffsct. P_ s model (17) will be called the 
Roth x 4 model. The two main disadvantages of the Roth x 4 mocel are that 
it has the pass-through effsct and that it can only give isotropic trans
mission probabilities, These drawbacks may be mitigated by using more 
consistent models. 

b. The P. s homogeneous modsl partially eliminates the pass-through effect 
by computing ths transmission probabilities in the equivalent homogeneous 
cell, i.e. the csll which has tha same dimensions as the original one and 
which preserves the total transmission probability (Pee' ' 

C. Finally, in tha P- s hetsrogsneoue model, we take into account the real 
hsterogensity of ths central pin by parforming the transmission probability 
calculation on tha actual csll. 



These last two approximations» unlike the Roth x 4 model, can be 
used to generate non-isotropic transmission probabilities and can thus be 
employed with the P<1 angular representation (13). In this ease, one must 
also normalize in order to preserve P g s (conservation of Pg_ is automatic 
because it is zero in both the model and the cylindrical cell). Numerical 
experience has shown that, once a set of transmission probabilities has been 
calculated within a model, the mora they are modified for normalization 
purposes the worse the results become. In view of this fact, we have 
adopted the following normalization : in tha P.. homogeneous model we 

02 02 
normalize, through relation (10.b), the Pzl instead of P M . • On tbe other 
hand, for tha Pg S heterogeneous model we have generalized the idea involved 
in the definition of tha Wig-Ask cylindrization by defining whet we will 
call dynamical cylindrization. Hera the "surface" of the call present in 
the conservation and reciprocity relations is regarded as a parameter 
defining tha cylindrical call model and is taken, in each energy group, 
so that relation (10,bî is automatically satisfied for the isotropic 
component. Then we proceed as In the P__ homogeneous model to normalize the 
B02 ,. S S 

p_g componert. 
HauUet& 

Although cylindrization is an inexpensive and quite natural way 
to approximate a two-dimensional calculation by a one-dimensional one, the 
boundary conditions for a call in an assembly can be very different from 
those with which cylindrization models have been provan affective (the cell is 
generally in a region whara the flux gradient is not zero). Furthermore, though 
the symmetries present in the original cell are respected in the cylindrical 
call, cylindrization Imposes rotational symmetry which, whila acceptable for 
square cells, may introduce severe errors for strongly rectangular calls. 
Therefore, cylindrization approximations should be used carefully. 

In the computer codsNeueiceS the probabilities associated with 
a truly two-dimensional representation are calculated, without any approxi
mation, by a direct two-dimensional calculation inside each call. Tha homo
geneous zones are defined by a mesh of concentric circles and an equiangular 
set of rays extending from the cell center, the number of rays within ennu-
lus i being allowed to vary with i. This mash is defined by t 

(P 1/K 1) , fi • 1,...,N) 



whara» as previously» N is tha number of circles of radii p ± . and p N is the 
radius of the circumscribed circle. The ennulus i is subdivided into 4 k 
equal "sectors" by the set of rays : 

8 • J 9 t . U » 0,1..,. J 

where 6 is the polar angla and tha integer k. i 0, defining the basic angle 
IT 

6. • t-rJ/k.» may change from one annulus to another t in the case K • 0, no 
rays era drawn in the ennulus. Then in each annulus the zones are those 
sectors or parts of sectors which lie inside the cell t not every sector 
defines a zona because en annulus i» with p. > p. » can have sectors lying 

l *n 
completely outside the cell. If K. • 0» then» aa in Leukemia, the part of 
the annulus inside the cell constitutes one zone which will be called a 
rotationally symmetric zone. Note that the above partition has the axial 
symmetries of the cell (diagonal, as well, if the cell is square). This 
allows us to consider only the zones contained in whet we will call the 
generating region of tha cell t that is. tha smallest set of zones capable» 
by symmetries» of generating all the cell's zones. For a rectangular call 
this region consists of the union of the first quadrant of the cell with all 
the rotationally symmetric zones, if there are any. For a square cell, the 
generating region is made up of those zones whose intersection with the 
region lying in the first quadrant and below the diagonal is non-empty. 

The flux representation of Neuslcaa Is defined by using the flat 
flux assumption in the zones so constructed. Note that this representation 
can be refined as much as desired to fit any two-dimensional function. The 
probabilities associated with this representation are then calculated by 
direct integration in the actual geometry. The calculation is made in two 
steps : first the collision and escape probabilities. P.. end P£ ,, ere 

1J S^i 
computed by numerical integration for the zones i lying in the generating 
region with ell the zones j and all tha surfaces of the cell » second, the 
remaining probabilities are generated by symmetries. Now, if for an integer (1 < N we have k. • 0 for all 1 « M and either k„ „ f 0 or p M „ > p . . than i n*1 n*1 in 
the set of the first II annuli —which will be referred to as central rota* 
tionally symmetric zones— behaves as in one-dimensional geometry. There
fore, for a faster computation, tha collision probabilities between these 
zon«i are calculated with the one-dimensional formulae (A,2,a). 



KumvUaU QuadxaXuAe. 

Even with suitable transformations taking advantage of the proper
ties of our two-dimensional geometry (shown in the Appendix), evaluation of 
probabilities (6) inevitably involves numerical quadratures. As both Calliow 
and NausicsS are designed to be employed in e multigroup environment, the 
probability calculations are made in two stages. The first is the geometric 
step, where the integration mesh (with ell the individual meshes for the 
different cells) is calculated en stored i in the second stage, the collision 
probabilities ere computed using this mesh in each energy group. 

Now let us briefly discuss the quadrature formulae used in both 
codes. In rslliooe *• nave used the well-known Plurig schema [27J to perform 
the R integration in formulae (A.2), giving both collision probabilities, 
00 11 P.. and P... In this scheme, the integration domain is split into the segments 
(pl_1»p.J, then, to eliminate the integrand's derivative discontinuity et 
R • p., the new variable : 

x 2 - f>± • R (18) 

is introduced, and the integration is carried out in each segment with a 
Gauss formula. Trapezoidal or Gauss formulae can be used alternatively for 

11 the t and t» integrations in the P.. calculation (A.2.b). 

Because the integrand is apt to vanish in a large part of the 
integration domain [0,2ir], the only suitable —and almost universally 
adopted— algorithm for the $ integration in expressions (A.3) is the trape
zoidal rule, which we have used in NausicsB . To insure accuracy, the integra
tion step must be e divisor of the g.c.d. of the basic angles, 8., defined in 
the ray mesh. The Flurlg scheme is used to perform the R integration in central 
rotationally symmetric zones if any are present. For the remaining annul! 
either a trapezoldel or a Gauss formula, with or without the change of 
variable (18), can be used. Because of the zones' symmetries, only the inte
gration lines (R,$) with * c [0,~] ([0,-J] is the cell is squere) are calcu
lated. To this end, NeuslcaS geometric phase is subdivided, A first 
routine numbers the zones, calculates their volumes and makes two tabula
tions t ons containing the symmetries of all the zones lying in the generating 
region, and the other including the values of the trigonometric functions for 
all the angles found In the numerical integration. Second, e tracking routine, 
uses these tables to drew the mesh of Integration lines, and stores lengths 
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and zone identifications. In order to avoid the highly time-consuming direct 
rational approximation, the Bickley-Nayior functions necessary for the pro* 
bebility calculations have been interpolated quadratically from tables. 

RervmeiUfttcon fowctcow 6im»zfUt& and cetC immttfUu 

The specific symmetries of the representation functions provide a 
number of useful relations which, judiciously employed» can save unnecessary 
calculations. Rectangular cells have exiel symmetries (square cells, in 
addition, have diagonal symmetry) and so do the zones. Taking into account 
the symmetries of the angular representation functions (13), it can be easily 
proven that transmission probabilities have the symmetry : 

I V - •**. ( lY • X s, *»• ••— -11.) 
i J i 2 j 2 \ i J i 3 J, / 

(19) 

end 
pjv . M P * v ppv t ppv (_ ) P*v ppv ( 2 0 J 

\Si Si2

S5 %SS %Si 

where j., j_ and j. are respectively the right adjacent, the opposite and 
the left adjacent sides to j. Appropriate use of relations (19) and (20) 
enables us to reduce the 108 elementary transmission probability calculations 
for a cell to only 14 (8 for square cells). 

Escape probabilities have the symmetry . 

p£\ - (-)K** P; f i r f i * ( " ) k p? i f o r , q u a r B C 8 l l 7 C 2 1 ) 

3 •'2 ^ J J 3 
where 0 • 0, ? • 2 and 2 * 1 (in this formula k * 0 when applied to Nauelcai ) 
For the Celliooe representations it can be shown further that ; 

?1\ • Pl\ • if. • tP. • p" • P°\ - PÎ\ • P » • 0 (22) Ŝ ji S ^ S ^ Ŝ ji S 2i S 2i S 2i S 2i 

which, together with (21) allows us to reduce from 38 to 10 (5 for a square 
cell) the number of escape probability calculations for a cell. Furthermore, 

kSL 11 22 
P.. are zero unless k * £, end P.. • P... 



On tha othar hand, a call may have supplementary symmetries due to 
its particular location in an assembly which itself has symmetries (e.g.. a 
cell on the diagonal of a diagonally symmetric assembly). If 6 is the symme
try group of tha cell and H C G the subgroup of those symmetries implied by 
the assembly, then since the transport operator is G-invariant and the 
entering angular flux is H-inveriant, equations (2.a) and C2.b) show that, 
with sources which ara H-invarient (for example in a multigroup calculation}, 
the fluxes inside the cell end the angular fluxes leaving the cell's surface 
are also H-invariant. This fact can be utilized to minimize the number of 
unknowa (fs and J's) in each cell. For instance, if the surface conditions 
are such that the cell is symmetric with respect to its horizontal axis x, 
then the <3±,s* ere automatically zero on the vertical sides j, and 
J+ c • (-)p J? - o n t n t horizontal sides i this would allow us to reduce 
the 12 current components to 7. Furthermore, in Celliooe the flux sine 

1 -
components +, will also be zero and may be ignored, while in Nausicaa a 
zone i and lta symmetric zone with respect to axis x. s i . can be considered 
as a single zone because fluxes +, and f»8 * are identical. 

Both codes can recognize several symmetry groups and apply them to 
minimize the number of fluxes and currents in each cell. For rectangular 
cells, the following four groups are treated t 

G Q - {.} G K - {.,.x> G y - {.,.y> G x y - {•.ax,.y.r} 

where a is the identity transformation, r the central f rotation, and t and a * y the axial aymmetriet. For square cells two additional groups ere considered t 

Gd * { , ' , d î Gs • { » ' v y r ' V W r - } 

where r end r are the » and - -r central rotations, and a_ and s J t ere the 
• * Z 0 0 

diagonal symmetries. 

Since the probabilities need only be calculated with retpect to the 
generating region D, tha treatment of symmetries uted in Nautical deservea 
tpecial mention, Firat, the zonet in 0 ara classified according to tha numbar 
of zones they generate by symmetries* If i • D and G designates the isotropy 
group of 1 (i.e. the greatest subgroup of G for which i is invariant), than, 
the number of zones generated by i iu tne order of the factor group G. - G/G1. 



In conséquence» zones in 0 may be classified according to their isntropy 
group. For a rectangular cell, 6 - G and there are two types of zones : 

i i 
rotationally symmetric zones (G • GÎ and réguler zones IG " 6 ) t for a 
square cell, G • G. end, in addition, it may have diagonal zones (G • G.Î. 
Rotationally symmetric zones generate only one zone, while regular zones 
generate 4 zones (8 in a square cell), and diagonal zones generate * zones. 
Now, because of the external symmetries, fluxes in zones i and hi are equal 
for all h«H. A great reduction in the number of zones is accomplished by consi-

a» 

daring all the zonae of the form hi as e single new zone, i i that is, the 
new zones will be the orbits of H. The probabilities associated with them 
are calculated by a double sum of probabilities already calculated for zones 
on the original partition of the cell t if 1 and j ere any two zones, this 
can be simplified to t 

l J h«H 
where g is such that i • g 1 with 1 c 0. Similarly, the number of angular 
representation functions can be reduced and the new escape and transmission 
probabilities can be calculated from those corresponding to zones in 0 [28]. 
At the geometric step the symmetry groups of the cells are identified and 
the sets of symmetries defining the new regionsiwhich are generated by each 
different typa of zone i in the generating region, are tabulated, as well as 
the sets of symmetries allowing the calculation of the new probabilities 
(the cosets g H, V g « G). 

Solution ok tht AtaebMLU Stutm oâ Eouatiotu 

Since at the present time the APOLLO code does not handle currents, 
the solution of system (5) proceeds by successive elimination of all the 
current components. In matrix notations system (5) reads : 

* • P . J • P F C23.a) 
»5 

J • P.. J • P. F (23.b) 
• SS - Sr 

J - J • A J (23.C) 
o • 

where P e, P, P e e and P e stand for probability matrices, A Is the geometric 
r2> SS St 

matrix, and $(I,K,i) and J (I,a,p) represent the flux and the current vec
tors i I Indicates the cell, k the spatial mode, 1 the zone, a the surface 
end p the angular mode. 



Replacing (23.b) in (23.c) gives : 

J - I f • P*M P e F o SS S. 

where 3f • X J and P*ee » X A. with X » ( I - A P _ - ) " 1 . 
O O 55 SS 

Finally, using the last aquation to eliminate the incoming current 
in equations (23.a) yields the desired system of equations for tha scalar 
fluxes : 

• - • • P* F (24) 
o 

where * is tha flux produced by tha stationary surface sources, and 
•S SS PS l s t h * i l o b a l approximate collision probability matrix 

of the system. Note the similarity between (24) and Roth's formulation : 
our P_s corresponds to the H matrix used by Roth, while the geometric matrix 
A is a generalization of Roth's R matrix. 

Th-> above procedure has been provisionally retained to implement 
both codes. It has tha disadvantages of requiring a highly time-consuming 
direct Gauss elimination for tha intermediate PL S calculation (to obtain 
che inverse matrix X), and of not taking advantage of the block structure 
of system (23). 

In fact, since probability matrices are zero unleas I - J, systam 
(23) splits into several smaller systems, one per cell, coupled through the 
geometric equation (23.c). Consequently, system (23) is very well suited to 
a solution by iterative methods. Calculating tha flux in each call with 
aquation (23.a) gives t 

• - G S • G. J (25) 
o 1 -

where G • Y P and G • Y P , with Y • (I - P I.)" 1. 

Inserting this result in equation (23.b), systam (23) becomes i 

J • J° • K, J (26.a) 

J • J • A J (26.b) 
" 0 • 

where J° • K S, K » P. (I • Z G ) and K„ - P o e • P. Z G,. System (26) 
* 0 O S , S O 1 39 5. S I _ 

can be viewed as giving the current vector J_ from tha source J + through the 
intermediate variable J+, 



Ona stap of tha itarativa solution of system C26) may start with 
tha most racant estimation of J_ and calculate tha new J +. cell by cell, 
using sequentially both aquations C26). When convergence criteria are satis
fied, the last J_ will be utilized in equations (25) to calculate the flux. 
The application of this iterative schema to the solution of system (26} will 
be the subject of a future paper. 

GtntAal Pe&c/UpttQH 

The programs treat a rectangular assembly of rectangular cells and 
can handle a variety of boundary conditions. There are boundary conditions 
at the edges of the assembly : albedo (reflexion) or vacuum conditions, or 
infinite translations in either direction. Second, there ara symmetries of 
the assembly ; axial symmetries, rotations and diagonal symmetry. Moreover, 
transmission coefficients and stationary surface sources may be introduced 
on any surface between two cells i end internal black boundary conditions can 
be simulated by blscK calls which, of course, are not calculated. 

The principal geometric data include the specification (for each 
cell) of zones and materials, and the cell locations in tha assembly » a 
cell may be repeated in several boxes, but identical calls In different 
locations are of course considered as different once the collision probabi
lities have been calculated. The angular flux representation, as well as the 
cylindrizatlon and P g s models of calliope, are uniform for ell cells. The num
ber of flu*representation functions of Calliope rosy be fixed either cell by 
cell or globally. Although both programs use standard Integration formulae, 
they allow for tha possibility of changing tha precision of the numerical 
integrations, either globally or cell by cell by varying the numbar of points. 

Further approximations may be ussd to reduce the number of cells 
treated by tha programs by considering only the original cells. A simpli
fying option allows replacing of all tha Identical calls occupying different 
locations by a single ona by averaging the different surface contributions. 
To this end, the calls ara given orientations which détermina tha correspon
dence of surfaces to be averaged. If Roth's angular flux representation is 
chosen, still more drastically, one may construct an average aquation assu
ming that the probability for a neutron leaving a cell to inter a cell of 
type J is proportional of tha total surface of cells of type J contained in 
the assembly. 



4. NUMERICAL TESTS AMP CONCLUSIONS 

Tha two ona-group fixed-source benchmark problems proposed by 
Kevenoky [29] have been calculated to test the validity and accuracy of 
Celllooe and Mrjsicaa . Tha geometry and tha ona-group nuclaar data of both 
problems are shown in Fig. 1 : a spatially constant and isotropically emit-

3 ting source of 1 n/(cm sac) is present in the moderator. Benchmark problem 
I consists of a reflected 3 x 3 - pin call assembly with an internal bur
nable poison rod i a mora severe test is offered by benchmark problem II 
which is a reflected 9 x 9 - pin cell assembly with central water gap and 
a ring of eight burnable poison rode. As both assemblies have axial and 
diagonal symmetry» only their lower triangular parts have to be considered 
in the calculations (3 calls for problem I and 10 for problem II). 

The symbol (i,J) is used to designate tha different approxima
tions t j indicates tha angular flux representation, either 1 for the cosine 
current approximation or 3 for tha P. expansion (Roth's assumption cf only 
one partial surface per cell will be noted when used), while i indicates 
the flux representation, either 1 (flat approximation) or 3 in Calliope, or 
a letter designating the call's partition into zones in Mauslcel . Fig, 2 
shows all the zone partitions used in the calculations t with partition A 
all the cells have been divided according partition number A-2, except the 
water-gap call of benchmark problem II which is divided according to parti
tion A-1 i similarly, partition F, used only for benchmark problem I, takes 
partition F-1 for tha central poisoned cell and partition F-2 for the fuel 
cells. All Calliope calculations have been dona with partition A. 

Since our method provides approximate collision probabilities for 
equation (11), the most significant test will be comparison with the results 
obtained by solving this aquation with tha same flux representation. Conse
quently, we have used the two-dimensional exact collision probability cods 
CLUP 77 [3] to generate référença values for the Calliope (1, ) approxima
tions and for tha Nautical (A, ) calculations. For tha remaining approxi
mations, the most exact result obtained with Mausieal , (E,3), has been used 
as reference, because tha flux representations used in these approximations 
cannot be represented in CLUP 77. 



Tablas III through VIII show tha parcant arrors of tha m a n fluxas 
calculated for both benchmark problems with all approximations avallabia in 
Calliopa and Mauslcai . Howaver, for tha benchmark problam II only those 
results corresponding to cells 1, 2, 5 and 6 are givan i these are the cells 
where the flux gradient is strongest, i.e. the central water-gap call C D , 
the poisoned call (Ê) and their neighboring cells (2 and S). The (1.3)-Roth 
end tha (3, )-Roth Calliooe approximations have not -«en considered 
because they w the same aa the (1,1 J-Roth and tha (1, )-Roth approxima-
tions (J± and J ± are zero end. for axially symmetric zones, P. and P± are 
also zero). 

If wa consider reaction rates, tha greatest error is in tha bur
nable poison rod, the others being négligeable (the absorption cross-sections 
of tha burnable poison rod, fuel and moderator are in the proportions of 
SO., 1. and 0.02). Now, the fact that tha mean fluxes satisfy the conserva
tion equation (the assemblies being reflected), may axplain the oscillations 
observed in tha results. Indeed, a small variation of the mean flux in tha 
burnable poison rod must be compensated by large changes of the mean fluxas 
in the other regions. 

Tables III end VI show tha results corresponding to tha flat flux 
Celliooe approximations t (1,1)-Roth x 4, (1,1)-P S S homogeneous and 
(1,1)-P_S heterogeneous agree quite closely with the exact collision proba
bility values of CLUP-77, these approximations are generally better than 
Roth's, especially in the poisoned and in the water-gap calls. Tha small 
differences between the Roth x 4 and tha Pg. homogeneous results show that 
tha pass-through error is négligeable, whereas comparison between Roth and 
Roth x 4 makes clear that tha return effect is responsible for most of the 
error of Roth's method. The fact that approximations which use the P g s hete
rogeneous model give less accurate results than tha corresponding P g s homo
geneous ones may be explained by tha errors introduced through the normali
zations. In general, Wig-Ask and Askew cylindrizatlon models give better 
results than Wigner's, The latter is likely to produce large errors (water-
gap cell in benchmark problam II). Cylindrlzatlon arrors can be estimated by 
comparing the Calliooe results with the corresponding (A, ) wausicaS calcu
lations. Comparison show that these errors are generally lass than one per
cent. That is, the error introduced by the angular flux representation is 
more important than the error due to the cylindrizstion. 



In tables IV and VII the results corresponding to the (3, ) 
Calliope approximations are compared to the (E.3) Nausicaë calculation. 
The values of sine and ccsine flux term have not been tabulated, but Fig. 3 
illustrates the strong gradients produced by the poisoned cells in neigh
boring cells. The best results are those obtained with the Wig-Ask cylin-
drizaticn model. 

Tables V and VIII present the results corresponding to the Nausicaë 
calculations for both benchmark problème. Comparison between (A, )-Roth and 
(A, } approximations show that the error is considerably reduced when using 
the latter. Results obtained using a large number of zones show that the mean 
fluxes depend very slightly on the partition used in the calculation. The 
fluxes obtained with a detailed (F.3) calculation for benchmark problem I are 
shown, as well as the current components, in Fig. 4. 

Finally, in table IX we give the computing time. T » for the cons
truction of the collision probability matrix P in the different approxima
tions. This time is composed mainly of three terms : the time needed to calcu
late the probabilities for each cell, the time needed for the inversion of 
the matrix CI-A P g g ) which is ione by a direct Gaussian elimination and the 
time needed to construct the matrix P from matrices P c. P e e end P e i the 

M ad dd Sa 
lest time is proportional to CN..N.Î , where N. is the number of fluxes (order 
of metrix P) end N, is the nu^her of currents (order of metrix * „ ) . These 
parameters mr* also indicated in teble IX (symmetries accounted for). The 
third term le responsible for the long computing time for the (E.3) NausicaS 
calculation, while the second term accounts for the differences between 
Calliope calculations (3.1) and (3.3). 

It has been demonstrated that Calliope and Nausicaë provide useful 
tools for assembly calculations. The Calliope (1,1)-Roth x 4 approximation has 
been demonstrated to be better than the classic Roth method end is therefore 
recommended to replace Roth's in routine désigne calculations. For assemblies 
with strong flux gradients. Calliope approximations of type (3. ) are of si
gnificant interest. For more detailed calculations, Nausicaë offers a more 
precise flux representation free of cylindrization errors. Using both codes it 
would be possible to perform a multi-step assembly calculation, collapsing 
detailed multigroup Calliope results to e few-group structure to be deelt with 
In Nausicaë. Further tests should be made (especially in a multigroup situa
tion) in order to achieve a more complete knowledge of each approximation's 
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characteristics and of the differences between them. Finally, we would 
recommend using the Wig-Ask or the Askew cylindriiation models instead of 
the usual Wigner one. even for the Roth method. 



APPEWIX 

For the two-dimensional geometry characterized by symmetry group 
G, the collision kernel can be written : 

T » 
• .> .- * / i«in er 2 

KCr,*r) • ' x • * sin^ e 
4ir R 4* m 

where 6 is the angle between 5 and the z axis, w is the projection of R onto 
plane P and T u is the optical length measured on plene P between the projec-
tions, p and p*. of points r and r*. In this case, the z integration in 
expressions (6) should be eliminated, and the volumes replaced by the cross-
sectional areas the zones make with plane P i the integration in z', weighted 
with part of the angular representation function, gives two-dimensional 
kernels of the type t 

GC(p'-p) • J T «?••£) tsin 0Î C dz» - J L j K i ( Ç + 1 )
C V 

where Ki is the Bickley-Neylor function of order n i 

r Ki (K) » I e" * / , l n 6 (sin 0 ) n " 1 d6 

The best way to integrate expressions (6) is to follow the neutron 
trajectories. To this purpose we change variables from p and p' to the "natural 
coordinates" (R, $, t, t') indicated in Fig, S. In these coordinates the pro
babilities (6) are i 

Pij " WT frfo ^'} " W dR ** d t dt' CA'1,aI 

s\ " h fal^ **m K W T w J dR d* d t (A'1'bî 
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whera wa have assumed t 

where Ô* - 0» T - Ï - 1 and x£(y») • 1. xj(<0 - sin y and j£(^) « cos (p. 
(Thasa angular raprasantation functions ara slightly différant from those 
defined by (121 and (13), but it can easily be shown that the probabilities 
associated with the latter can ba written in terms of the probabilities 
corresponding to the former). 

Now, if rotational symmetry is present, which is the ease for 
Calliope where the probabilities are calculated in a cylindrical cell, the 
integration in tha ezimuthel angle • can be performed analytically. Furthar, 
for the P.,» esipTCp) and <PAç>) are both constants, the integrations In t 
and t' give t 

s 0 0 . ? f T (RÎ dR • 5 1 4 - (A.2.a) lj V£ Et I Jo ii ' °" °j Ej 

where we hove assumed non-empty zones, p< - minimum (p.,p.) and : 

TutRJ - Ki3(2 fy • Ki3(2 t 4 - 1 ) • 2 ( « 3 ^ ^ ) - « ^ W l * " K i 3 ( o ) ) 

T (R) - H 4 H n C I 3 ( W » ) - Ki3(|t-^'|î) 

2 2 2 * 
where t. • p. - R , t is the optical length along the tangent to tha circle of 
radius R between points of coordinates 0 and t, and H. f(t) • f(t.) - "M**.-) 
and H f(t») • f(t') - f(tj_ 1)-

11 After Integration in •, tha other probability P.. reads t 

>" - 2- f^ « f '' dt [ i dt- ("2 • « «' Kl.&?' 
u viJ, ; V 1 ; V 1 I p s 1 

•) 

Î • 

(A.2,b) 

•^M^tt/lW'i) 
i*V *V. Since the derivative of Kl,(|t-t'f) has a singularity at t • t', instead of 

3r11 11 00 the above expression we will numerically integrate P., • P . - P.. (in which 
tha coefficient of Ki,(|t-t'|) is zero for t • t') and calculate P\\ from 

VI1 00 ^ 
tha values of P., and P... The complete set of formulae (in which empty zon^s 



ara considered), as wall at tha corresponding formulae for escape and trans
mission probabilities for the Calliope coda, are given elsewhere [28]. 

For tha collision probabilities defined in Neusical the integra
tions in t and t* can also be done analytically, yielding : 

PiJ * 2t V i
1t l £j J V ® ' * 1 « * * «Î IJ C A- 3-« 1 

where 
T U CM) • 2 f « j C W l 1 - W3C0A 
T U l R »* } " " H i Hi W 3(|W'|J 

in which t t end t l. 1 are now the coordinates of the intersection of the line 
of integration with tha boundary of zone i. 

Ae in the one-dimeneionel case CA.2.e), part of tha integration in 
R end $ for the self-collision orobebility P.. hat been done analytically, 
yielding the term in 1/Z.. It is worth noting that this results in the 
conservation relation (10.a) being automatically satisfied, independently of 
the numerical quadratura utilized to calculate the R and 0 integrals. (Still, 
normalization is required because of the approximations mada in calculating 
the BicKley functional. For tha other probabilities we will write : 

PS i * " WT ft**0 Hi ̂ W^"^ 1 dR d* CA'3'bï 
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TABLE ! 

ChMartrttJA tÂrA ol &to cjuLLndtUcjBJL cttt modtlA 

moderator 
cross 
section 

Z 

moderator 
volume 

St V 

cell 
surface 

St 
S 

Wigner Z V rS 

Askew 2 r 
r I V/r 2 S 

where r • / t a b / (e*b) < 1, end a end b are the lengths of the s i d e s of 
the c e l l . 



mini 
Vaùtu oi iht total tKammi&^ion pxobatULUy pj( 

uUh dlUzAtnt cytMUzation nodttà 

burnable 
poison coll futl etll water 

gap ctll 

Exact .2194 .3474 .2965 

Cylind. Wignsr .1272 .2811 .2213 

Cylind. Wig-Ask .2265 .3629 .3099 

Cylind. Asktw .1781 ,3259 .2575 



TABIC III 

Ptxcznt wioKt> oi tkt mat ££ux £o* tenchmvik ptoblem I 
cUailauttd mitk tkt (1, ) CAUI0PE appwxÂmation& 
(RcgeAtitce ituxu ifum CUSP - 77 uUng paA&UUon. A) 

Call I Call XI Call III 
Rag.1 Rag. 2 Rag.3 Rag. 4 Rag. 5 Reg. 6 

CLIP - 77 CAT .3312 3.226 3.612 4.081 3.632 4.313 

(1,1) - ROTH -4.23 -3.38 0.50 -0.88 4.18 3.01 

| (1,1) - ROTH X 4 -1.96 -1.12 -0.14 -1.52 2.32 1.21 
1 (1,1) - PSS HOP© -1.63 -0.77 0.06 -1.35 1.60 0.67 

:y
lln

d.
 

(1,1) - PSS HETE -2.54 -1.70 0.S7 -0.47 1.93 0.61 

:y
lln

d.
 

(1,3) - PSS HOMO -0.36 1.43 -0.72 1.13 0.69 2.32 
w (1,3) - PSS .HETE. -2.61 -1.30 1.02 _ 0.0 2.11 0.S7 

(1,1) - ROTH -4.32 -3.44 1.14 -0.29 3.66 2.53 

i (1,1) - ROTH X 4 -1.75 -0.93 0.44 -0.96 1.57 0.46 

rt
in

d.
 

W
ig

-

(1,1) - PSS HOMO -1.51 -0.85 0.55 -0.83 1.17 0.07 

rt
in

d.
 

W
ig

-

(1,1) - PSS HETE -2.54 -1.70 0.97 -0.47 1.83 0.61 

rt
in

d.
 

W
ig

-

(1,3) - PSS HOMO -0.72 0.S9 0.06 1.13 0.63 1,07 
G (1,3) - PSS HETE -2.81 -1.30 1.02 0.0 2.11 0.97 

(1,1) - ROTH -3.26 -0.22 0.42 -0.86 3,16 2.20 

J (1,1) - ROTH X 4 -0.66 2.20 -0.25 -1.49 1.23 0.26 
2 (1,1) - PSS HOMO -0.57 2.51 -0.11 -1.35 0.76 -0.16 

:y
lln

d
. (1,1) - PSS HETE -1.64 1.21 0,69 -0.59 1.41 0.46 

:y
lln

d
. 

(1,3) - pss HOMO -0.16 3» 38 •0.26 -0.42 0.47 0,02 
w (1,3) - PSS HETE -2.05 1,43 0,60 -0,25 1.51 0,51 



TABLE IV 

Petceitf tAxoxi oi tkt neon &tux 6o\ BeitcJmaftfe ptobttm I 
ceJtcutattd mUk tht (J, ) CALLIOPE appKCXÀjMUionà. 

(Régence iluxu from UAUSZCAA (E.3)) 

Call I Call II Call III 

Rag.1 Rig. 2 Rag. 3 Rag.4 Rag. 5 Rag. 8 

NAUS. (E.3) .3203 3.208 3.833 4.115 3.845 4.410 

I 
• 

s 

(3,1) - ROTH X 4 
(3,1) - PSS HOMO 
(3,1) - PSS HETE 

-0.87 
-0.75 
-1.03 

-2.74 
-2.59 
-2.90 

0.33 
0.S8 
1.18 

-1.34 
-1.09 
-0.51 

0.74 
0.35 
0.10 

0.29 
-0.09 
-0.34 I 

• 

s 
(3,3) - PSS HOMO 
(3,3) - PSS HETÊ 

0.75 
-0.94 

-0.41 
-2.40 

0.14 
1.38 

1.65 
0.10 

-1.01 
-0.20 

1.09 
-0.68 

1 

1 
2 

(3,1) - ROTH X 4 
(3,1) - PSS MO«) 
(3,1) - PSS HETE 

-0.03 
0.03 
-1.03 

-2.00 
-1.84 
-2.90 

0.61 
0.77 
1.18 

-1.04 
-0.90 
-0.51 

-0.33 
-0.61 
0.10 

-0.75 
-1.04 
-0.34 

1 

1 
2 

(3,3) - PSS HOMO 
(3,3) - PSS HETE 

0.97 
-0.94 

-0.19 
-2.40 

0.61 
1.36 

1.46 
0.10 

-1.57 
-0.20 

-0.48 
-0.66 

i 
• 

m 

2 

(3,1) - ROTH X 4 
(3,1) - PSS HOMO 
(3,1) - PSS HETE 

0.72 
0.87 
-0.18 

1.03 
1.18 
0.12 

-0.03 
0.17 
0.63 

-1.53 
-1.34 
-0.68 

-0.61 
-0.94 
-0.48 

-0.86 
-1.20 
-0.75 i 

• 

m 

2 

(3,3) - PSS HOMO 
(3,3) - PSS HETE 

1.47 
-0.08 

2.12 
0.47 

0.30 
1.13 

-0.05 
-0.22 

-1.72 
-0.88 

-1.47 
-1.16 



TABLE V 

Percent vutoKA Q& tkt mtm Hux ion BvithmaAJt pto&e» I 
talcjuLUtd utith MAUS1CM (RtrfeAenct Qbuxu from CLUP-77 
Kup. HAUSKAA (E.3)) 

Call I Call I I Call I I I 

Rag.1 Rag.2 Rag. 3 Rag.4 Rag. 5 Rag.6 

CUF - 77 (A) .3312 3.226 3.612 4.061 3.632 4.313 

(A.1Î - ROTH -3.99 -2.39 0.69 -0.32 3.52 2.55 
(A,1) •» -1.16 0.40 0.33 -0.68 1.04 0.12 

(A.3) - ROTH -3.96 -1.38 0.64 0.64 3.63 3.32 
(A.3) - -1.36 1.56 0.25 0.47 1.23 0.65 

NAUS. (E,3) .3203 3.206 3.633 4.115 3.945 4.410 

(B,1) - 1.12 -0.06 0.22 -1.24 -1.22 -1.45 
( C D - 1.19 -0.75 0.06 -1.73 -1.12 -1.70 

(D,U - 0.59 -1.31 0.22 -1.60 -0.63 -1.22 
(E,1) - . 0.34 -1.47 0.33 -1.46 -0.46 -1.07 

( i . 3 ) - 1.09 1.12 0.22 0.22 -1.29 -1.16 
(C3 ) - 0.75 0.75 -0.06 -0.10 -0.66 -0.68 
(0,3) - 0.26 0.16 -0.11 -0.12 -0.15 -0.16 

(E,3) - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



TABLE VI 

fviauvt wunu oi tki MCOM ££tut i * ct/UtUn t»JUU &OK SencfcKftfc piobltm It 
^n^„tn^A utfh tkt U, ) CAUK7FE appnoxUmXium (*e$e*e*ce 6&ac4 fam 
CMP-77 UA4MQ pvUUlon A) 

Cell Z C t l l I I Call v Call VI 

Rag. 1 Reg.- 2 [Rag. 3 Reg. t Rag. S lag. 10(Rag. 11 

CLUP - 77 (AÎ | 4.815 3.588 4.027 | 3.134 3.556 .2934 2.941 1 

Î 
(1.11 - ROTH 
(1,1) - ROTH x 4 

12.67 
7.25 

6.St 
3.14 

5.14 
1.79 

-1.05 
-1.60 

-2.70 
-3.23 

-2.83 
-0.92 

-4.7$ 
-2.82 

(1.1) - PSS HOW 7.44 3.22 1.86 -1.31 -2.95 -0.92 -2.65 

i ' 
>* > 

C1.1) - PSS HETE 14.21 2.36 1.07 0.19 -1.49 -1.36 -3.28 i ' 
>* > (1.3) - PSS HOflQ | 6.S7 2.44 2.81 -3.10 -1.21 HÏ.37 -0.71 

(1.3) - PSS HETE • 
i 

13.40 2.41 1.0§ 0.16 -0.87 -1.06 -2.55 

* ! 
(1,1) - ROTH • 
(1.1) - ROTH x 4 

6.77 

0.66 

5.44 
1.65 

4.05 
V 

0.35 
0.29 

-0.19 
-1.36 
-1.85 

-2.66 

-0,55 

-4.72 
-2.48 

S (1,1) - PSS HOMO 0.75 1.65 0.35 -0.06 -1.74 -0.58 -2.48 

3 (1,1) - PSS HETE -0,44 2.47 1.14 0,26 -1.43 -1.33 -3.23 3 
(1,3) - PSS HOWJ 0.06 1.23 1.07 -1.28 -0.14 -0.48 -0.68 
(1,3) - PSS HETE -1,16 2.47 1.17 0.19 -0.82 -1.02 -2.51 

(1,1) - ROTH 0,06 1.71 0.52 -2.52 -4.05 -2,66 -2.41 

I (1,1) - ROTH x 4 -4.76 -1.46 -2.56 -2.90 -4,41 -0,55 -0.31 
* (1,1) - PSS HOHO -4.71 -1.51 -2.81 -2.84 -4.36 -0.58 •0.34 

i 
& 

(1,1) - PSS HETE -2.01 -1.07 -2.19 -1.88 -3.20 -1.40 -1.19 i 
& 

(1,3) - PSS Hono -5.57 -1,66 -2.41 -3.36 -3,57 0,10 0,75 
i 
& 

(1,3) - PSS HETE •2.82 •0.95 -2,06 -1.44 -2.64 -1.09 -0.65 



TABLE VII 

Vvt&ent wioiu oi Xkt wean ££ux Jbn. cefetaôt tUU io* BencftMtAfc pto&eiR II 
ca£cu£a£erf «tctR *fee (3» ) CALLIOPE appfufumtiom {*e$e*enca4 &Luxts> pum 
UAUS1CAÂ [E,3'l 

Call I Cell II | Call V Cell VI 

Rag. 1 Reg. 2 Reg. 3 Reg. 8 Reg. S Reg. 10 Reg. 11 

NAUS. (E.3) 5.0S8 3.717 4.165 j 3.087 3.530 .2887 2.889 

(3,1) - ROTH x 4 6.24 2.93 2.28 0.75 -1.64 -1.77 -3.32 
: § £3,1) - PSS HOMO 8.97 3.28 2.62 1.07 -1.33 -1.94 -3.50 

i £3,1) - PSS HÊTE 14.14 1.37 0.74 2.27 -0.17 -1.77 -3.32 i 
£3,3) 
£3,3) 

- PSS HOMO 
- PSS HETB 

Ù.50 
11.73 

1.45 
0.59 

2.74 
0.02 

-0.84 
2.24 

0.34 
0.42 

-0.14 
-O.SO 

-1.00 
-2.28 

1 C3.1) - ROTH x 4 0.34 0.43 -0.19 1.65 -0.59 -0.63 -2.42 1 
£3,1) - PSS HOMO 0.76 0.59 -0.02 1.98 -0.45 -0.94 -2.53 

5 
«4 

(3,1) - PSS HÊTÊ -0.39 1.48 0.84 2.33 -0.11 -1.77 -3.32 5 
«4 £3,3) - PSS HOMO -1.41 0.59 0.10 0.78 1.19 0,55 -0.38 

1* (3,3) - PSS HETE -2.54 0.67 
1 

0.12 2.27 0,48 -0.87 -2.25 

i I 
i 
< * 

(3,1) - ROTH x 4 -5.40 -2.83 -3.29 -1.20 -3.43 -0,90 -0.35 i I 
i 
< * 

(3,1) - PSS HOMO -5.00 -2.74 -3.17 -1.13 -3.34 -1.04 -0.48 
i I 
i 
< * 

(3,1) - PSS HETE -2.88 -2.66 -3.10 0.0 -2,27 -1.66 -1.11 

i I 
i 
< * (3,3) - PSS HOMO -7.27 -3.55 -3.51 -1.52 -2.44 0.14 1.04 

i I 
i 
< * 

(3,3) - PSS HETE -4.73 -3.09 -3.46 0.39 -1.58 -0.83 -0.21 



rua mi 

Vvucznt t/uuuu 0Q* the. mtan ^lux In ctrrfaln ce t t s ion. Bendtma/dt 
pnoblm II calculated with NAUSICAA {4e$*e*ence& ££uxe* t̂om 
CLUP-77 RESP. AUUSICAA (E,31) 

Cell I Call IX Cell V Cell VI 

Rag. 1 Rag. 2 Rag. 3 Rag. 8 Reg. 9 Reg. 10 Reg. 11 

aup - 7? (AÎ 4.815 3.568 4.027 3.134 3.556 .2934 2.945 

(A.1Î « » ROTH 6,77 5.21 4.00 -0.08 -1.55 -2.59 -3.74 
CA.1) • 0.83 1.40 0.30 -0.57 -2.02 -0.34 -1.53 

CA,3) -• ROTH 7.21 5.58 4.74 -0.70 -0.34 -2.52 -2.65 
(A,3) • 0.10 1.51 0.79 -1.12 -0.48 0.14 0.03 

NAUS. CE,3) 5.068 3.717 4.165 3.087 3.530 .2887 2.869 

(B,1) - -0.68 -0.94 -1.34 1.20 -1.02 0.10 -0.76 
CC1Î - -1.14 -1.05 -1.80 0.91 -1.64 0.24 -1.35 
(0,1) - 0.06 -0.30 -1.06 0.97 -1.59 -0.28 -1.83 
(E,1) - 0.48 -0.03 -0.79 1.10 -1.44 -0.48 -1.97 

(B,3J - -2.00 -1.16 -1.13 0.71 0.59 0.87 0.93 
(C,3) - -1.58 -0.83 -0.64 0.06 0.06 0.69 0.73 
(0,3) - -0.42 -0.27 -0.24 -0.13 -0.11 0.21 0.14 
(E,3) - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



TABU « 

HuntUng tànu to atmitkuct tkt cottiUon piobaltiJUty matfUx ¥ 

4n tkt diiivitint appnox/mtionA {10 *ec £on. IBM 360-97) 

Benchmark I Benchmark II 

number number a b number number 
of of T T of of T T 

fluxas currants B c fluxes currants t C 

(1.1) - Roth 6 3 16 10 19 10 24 11 

ft 

C1.1) 6 6 20 11 19 28 26 17 
ft (1.3) 6 15 21 15 19 77 25 103 

(3.1) 10 6 23 14 43 28 26 21 
(3.3) 10 15 23 17 43 77 27 127 

(A.1) - Roth 6 3 22 14 19 10 28 13 
(A,1) S 6 30 15 19 28 37 22 

• 1 

si
c (A.3) 6 15 26 14 19 77 34 10S 

i (E,1) 3P 6 29 23 196 28 45 335 
(E,S) 36 15 20 35 196 77 42 1149 

T * time for the geometric step 

b 
T : time for the one-group calculation 



Fig. 1 Data For Benchmark Problems I and II (dimensions in ems.). 

Fig. 2 Cell Partitions Used in the Calculations. The Interior and 
Exterior Radii of Partition F are Respectively 0.4 and 0.7 cm. 

Fig. 3 Maximum Flux Drop Across the Cells Obtained with the (3,1) 
P -Homogeneous Leukemia Approximations. 

Fig. 4 Oeteiled Flux nap for Benchmark Problem I Calculated with 
Nausicai (E,3). 

Fig. 5 Definition of the Natural Coordinates for a Two-Dimensional 
Geometry. 
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